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Shirdi Sai Worship Centre,
Singapore celeberates
2nd Anniversary

Sai Bhajans in Markham,
Toronto by Rana Gill
Mr. Rana Gill performed Sai
Bhajans in various cities if
Canada during January
2010. As per his words “I had
heard much about Shirdi Sai
Baba temple in a place called
Markham situated in Toronto
city. It was my desire to go to
that temple and this desire
was disclosed openly to all
my four Sai brothers who

On 5th February 2010 2nd Anniversary of Shirdi Sai Worship Centre, Singapore shall be celeberated. Various programs have been organised on this occasion.
All are welcome to grace this opportunity and get blessings from our Sadguru Shri Saibaba.
-Shridhar Pandit

Sai Baba Helped Me
Win The Medal
I am studying in class III in
Colonel's Academy in Mhow
(M.P.), I play Chess very
well so I was selected in my
school team for Chess tournament where I represented my school. I was
very nervaous &
I was very worried whether I
would win or
not. I prayed to
Sai Baba to help
me win the
tounament. Just
thinking and
praying I fell off
to sleep. Baba came in my
dream Baba was wearing
orange colour chola & orange patka Baba told me
that don't worry my child you
will surely win and Baba

gave me blessings by putting his hand over my head. I
was very excited when I woke
up. When I went for tournament I took Baba's photo with
me. I had gone to Kothari Collage, Indore to play the tournament.
I
played very
confidently
and
with
Baba's blessings I won
B r o n z e
medal and
our school
came 1st. I
felt very good when I was
given medal in our School
assembly. I thank to Baba
who blessed me & I could
play well and win the medal.
-Ritwik Marwaha, Mhow

had recently entered my life.
As per my earnest wish, we
went to Shirdi Sai Baba
temple in Markham after
retiring from our programme
from Mata Vaishno Devi
temple. It was an experience
of all sorts. The weather was
too bad with snow fall and
temperature reaching in
minus. But I felt very cozy as
soon as I entered the temple.
More than that, a particular
aura was experienced and
even more I felt the same
smell which touches us
when we enter Samadhi
Mandir in Shirdi. It was
evening time and arti was
going on. The idol of Sai Baba
resembled exactly with that
of Shirdi. It has been more
than four years that I have
been to Shirdi in spite of
desire of my heart of hearts,
but I felt that I reached Shirdi
in fraction of seconds when I
entered this divine temple.
Not minding the rush

gathered for arti, I stepped
forward towards Sai Baba
with an unknown power
pulling
me. I felt
as
Sai
Baba is
saying, “I
w a s
waiting for
you since
long. Do
you not
want Me
to listen
y o u
here?” I
answered, “I wish the
same, but I don’t know
anybody here, how can I
sing without knowing
anyone here?” Such feeling,
rather
conversation
between Sai Baba and

myself was going on, as I
was interfered by Sai brother
Sudhir ji, I was asked by him
whether he can inquire with
management of the temple
for a chance to perform
there. These were my
thoughts 5 seconds ago and
now they were taking shape.
We, with full consent of Sai
Baba, got appointment for
next day evening at about
6:30 PM after evening arti.
My
happiness
was
indescribable in words and
excitement was on peak
level.” Next day on 3 rd
January 2010, with all

devotion and love, Mr. Rana
Gill sang bhajans in
Markham, Toronto. Devotee

audience enjoyed in all
means. Everyone present
there felt presence of Sai
Baba and were fully
submerged in devotion.
On January 10th, 2010 vast
Sai bhajan sandhya was held
at Durga Maa Temple. The
program was sponsered by
Mr. and Mrs. Vijay Jaswal.
Bhajans were sung by Mr
Rana Gill with full Orchestra,
and Baba is accepting Mr
Rana’s Seva by singing his
bhajans. I as a reporter of
Shri Sai Sumiran Times was
amazed by listening to
bajans especially when you
are outside India. Mr. Rana
told that he has released one
CD “Sai Tere Hazaroon
Naam” and currently he is
working on his second
CD. Atleast 400 people were
present and they enjoyed Sai
bhajans. Many people were
dancing during Palki. Mr.
Vijay had arranged a
continuous
Bhandra.
Program ended with Baba’s
Aarti at 9 p.m.
Mr. Rana Gill extended his
thanks to his companions Mr.
Gaurav, Mr. Sudhir, Mr. Rajan,
Mr. Vishal and Sai sister
Shammi Chopra for giving
them this great chance.
-Anil Chadha, USA
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Baba Blessed
My Daughter
My name is Garima Goyal from
Singapore. I want to share one more
miracle of Sai Baba.
Few days back my daughter told me
that she is having severe leg pain and
she is not able to walk. First we thought
that she is just pretending but as the
time passed the problem increased.
She was not willing to go to doctor as
she was scared with doctor. The
whole day passed and we thought its
just a muscle pain and will go away
after some time but the whole night
she couldn't sleep. She was even not
able to turn other side while sleeping
and was trying to sleep in one position only which was very difficult for
her. I was so worried whole night, then
it was 4 AM in the morning she cried a
lot and then I got too worried. Then I
just remembered Sai Baba and asked
Baba to help my daughter. Then after
2-3 seconds unconciously I saw Sai
Baba came to our room standing
there and touching my daughter's leg
and then I just woke up. It was such a
good experience but I really didn't realize what had really happend. Is it
really true? I thought it was just a
dream.
After that we all slept and woke up
at around 9 a.m. I was still worried
about my daughter and I asked my
daughter to come out of bed but she
said NO (she said it might hurt her
while walking) but after 5-10 minutes
we asked again and she said YES I
want to come out of bed and I can
even walk now. I am OK now. That
moment relieved my all worries and I
just say Thanks to Sai Baba.
My husband told me that around 5'o
clock he saw my daughter turning to
other side while sleeping and then I
told him the Sai Baba incident to him.
It was really a miracle for us and we
are really thankful to Baba. I am really
blessed by Sai Baba through Shri
Jagtap Babaji. I pray Baba to remain
with us and always.
-Garima Goyal, Singapore

Legal Advise
Column
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Sai Utsav In Jajpur by Shirdi Sai Sewak Mandali
With blessing from Sai,
Shirdi Sai Sewak Mandli
Charitable Trust, Kantipur,
Jajpur have planned to
conduct the “Sai Maha
Yagya and Samvatsharika
Utsav” from 22nd-25th
February 2010. The details

of program are as follows:
On 22nd Kalasi Yatra,
Mahayagyan Subharambh,
Bhajan by Ganeshghat Sai
Kirthan Mandali, Cuttack &
Prasad Sewan; on 23rd
Mahayagyan, M.E. School
Competitions,
Prasad

Sewan, Bhajan by Sai
Dinesh & Group; on 24th
Mahayagyan, High School
Competitions,
Prasad
Sewan, Oddisi Dance by
Adruta Team and on 25th
Purna
Ahuti,
Prize
Distributions,
Prasad

Sewan, Bhajan by Anil
Banwara have been
organized. All are invited to
attend the program and
avail Baba’s blessings.
-Samal, Bhubneshwar

In this column our Legal
Advisor gives his advise
on legal problems of
readers. Desirous readers may write to us at:
Shri Sai Sumiran Times,
F-44-D, MIG Flats,
G-8 Area, Hari Nagar,
,New Delhi -64
email:
saisumirantimes@gmail.com
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Baba's Miraculous Udi
I just wanted to share a Udi
leela which happened last
week. On 16th January night
while
having
dinner,
suddenly my wife’s feet
turned to the left while her leg
was straight and she was in
unbearable pain. Confused
as I was, I was trying to
locate
emergency
hospital. Then suddenly I
remembered the Udi, I
prayed to Sai Baba, took Udi
and applied it on her feet.

Instantaneously, the feet
became straight and the pain
subsided.
What was pleasing the
most was the saying in
Baba’s calendar for that day.
“Apply Udi over the affected
part and the pain will
subside.”
Thank you Baba for this
wonderful Udi which
removes all material
miseries and provides
spiritual progress-Hariharan Iyer

Having Unwavering Faith
It is a cliché to question
whether there is anybody like
God or not! I myself have
asked this question infinite
number of times, but
something which I am sure
about today is that there is
my Sai Baba, who keeps a
constant record of who is
doing what, when and how
much belief my children keep
in me when dearth
circumstances
come, do they
curse
me,
remember me,
believe me, or
forget me! So
today, I without
jerking believe
in
the
existence of
Sai in my life;
not because I
curse or forget him, but just
because I have that
unwavering faith in him no
matter
what
the
circumstances have opted to
offer me. I used to question
SAI, how many times you are
going to test my belief in you
And everytime I was
disappointed to get no reply
from him. My expectations
were like: “Sai come and talk
to me physically, if you think
I should believe in you; come
pick that phone in front of me
if you want to really talk to
me, so that I know that you
exist and are hearing me!” I
never realized that my
expectations/questions to
Him were an answer in itself;
that SAI is actually listening
to me; he knows what I am
talking about; he knows that
I am angry from him; he
knows I have miserably
failed in something. And what
made me say so, are my
back to back experiences
with him in different intervals
of my life.
Now whether that
experience is about an
appearance when my family

and I met with an horrifying
accident while on our way to
Shirdi and surviving without
even a scratch on our body,
making me listen to his song
when almost in a dearth
condition to meet a deadline
to submit a project, I see my
required shop open at 11 pm;
or making me do good
deeds no matter how
treacherous the situation is;
or making me
Top my batch
during
my
management
studies. I do not
question him
a n y m o r e ,
because
I
strongly sense
Him in my
Parents and
Sisters. I see
SAI in them because when I
am low in confidence or lose
sight of my ambitions; they
encourage me, they make
me feel positive about
myself that I can achieve all
that what I want in my life. I
see Sai in them, because I
know they are his inventions
in my life to make feel better
& better about myself,
because when I say I do not
have this or that: I will always
know and will say that I have
my lovely Parents and
Sisters, which in other way
make me say that I am one
of the luckiest people in the
world. Life is a journey, in
which we neither know the
starting platform or the
ending; therefore my mind,
experiences and family do
not allow me to think that
there is no Sai as having that
unwavering faith in him
makes me feel all the more
important in this selfish
world. That I will lead my life
under his shadow without
questioning him as he is the
only one who can see me
through or see my spine.
-Rachit Kapoor, Delhi
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Teachings of Shri Sai Satcharita
We begin this series of
learning from the nectar-like
teachings of Shri Sai
Satcharita with salutation to
“Lord Krishna – the divine
son Vasudeva, the destroyer
of Kamsa and Chanoora,
the supreme bliss of Devaki,
the Teacher of the universe.”
It is Lord Krishna Who
reincarnated by assuming
the holy form of Shri Shirdi
Sai Baba to open the eyes
of all who are blinded by the
darkness of ignorance. Sai
Baba, Who is both Guru and
Govind, came to bestow
prosperity and liberation on
all. He came to bestow the
knowledge of the Self. He
came to burn up the
bondage
created
by
humankind by accumulated
actions of innumerable
births. Baba lived in Shirdi
for sixty years. During this
period, He grinded the wheat
almost every day. The
spiritual significance of this
is that Baba did not grind the
wheat only, but the sins, the
mental
and
physical
afflictions and the miseries of
His innumerable devotees.
The two stones of His mill
consisted of karma and
bhakti; the former being the
lower and the latter, the upper
one. The handle, with which
Baba worked the mill,
consisted of dhyan. It was
the firm conviction of Baba
that, knowledge or selfrealization is not possible,

unless there is prior act of
grinding of all our impulses,
desires, sins; and of three
gunas, viz. Sattva, Rajas
and Tamas, and the Ahankar,
which is so subtle and
therefore so difficult to get rid
of. Thus, it is clear that one
who makes complete
surrender to Shri Sainath
Maharaj, the Universal Guru,
he will always be protected
by
Baba
in
all
circumstances. In fact,
Baba is showering His
mercy on all this devotees.
He is bestowing His grace
on all his devotees so that
they can come out of the
darkness of lust, anger,
vanity and covetousness,
which
are
leading

humankind to hell, and turn
toward Him. So if we want
to achieve the real purpose
of our life, that selfrealization, we will have to
make complete surrender to
the lotus feet of the Universal
Guru Shri Sainath Maharaj
and remain clung to Him with
unflinching devotion. Leaving
aside all cleverness, we
must endeavour to become
His innocent children. We
must have firm faith that our
Baba is there to save us from
the mental and physical
afflictions and the miseries.
He alone is our true mother,
father, brother, friend, the
knowledge and wealth. For
us Baba is everything. He is
God of all Gods.
-Tish Malhotra
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EXPERIENCE OF DEVOTEES
Yesterday evening my sister
went out for a friend’s party
in the evening, saying she
would be back by 9:30 pm.
By 10:30 pm, she was not
back. But we were not
worried since we thought the
party might still be going on
and that she’ll at least be
back by 11 pm. But till 11:30
pm also she was not back.
We tried calling on her
mobile, but there was no
answer. Not knowing what to
do, we just kept waiting. We
called her again and again
also, thinking that she might
be driving and hence may
not be picking up her phone.
Hours passed even after
this, 12:00, 12:30, 1:00 and
finally it was 1:20 am at
night. We were frantic with
worry by this time, not
knowing what to do. She
was not answering her
mobile also during all this
time. I kept thinking of all the
dangers that might befall a
girl driving alone so late at
night in her car. Finally, at
exactly 1:20 am, I turned in
despair to my only refuge, my
Sai. I prayed to Him saying
that I was surrendering my
sister’s well-being to Him
and that it was now His
responsibility and I was not
going to worry about it or try
to call her any more. So
fickle is my faith, that even
after saying this prayer I was
about to reach again for my

mobile, but something within
me stopped me on time
saying
that
having
surrendered this problem to
my Sai Baba, I should not
and need not worry anymore
about it at all. I felt at peace
immediately despite the
tenseness of the situation.
With full faith this time I again
invoked Sai and told Him that
I had complete faith that He
would bring my sister back
home safely. I was praying to
Him to do so immediately,
because I was very tired and
wanted to go to sleep! You
will not believe this, but just
3-4 minutes after this, I heard
some sound, like that of car
wheels. Still I did not pay any
attention to this, thinking that
Sai is taking care, I need not
listen to every sound and
wonder if it was my sister or
not. And in the next minute,
we heard my sister at the
door. She was back safe and
sound, escorted as it were
by my Sai Baba, my God. I
do not have any words at all
to express the greatness of
Lord Sai Baba, Who heeds
all His devotees’ prayers and
demands, at any time of the
day or night, without even
bothering if we are worthy of
receiving His grace or not. I
sincerely advise all Sai
devotees to surrender to Sai
Baba - He will take care of
everything and fulfill all your
desires.
-Devotee

Two Lizards
Once Baba was sitting in
the Masjid. A devotee sat in
front of Him, when a lizard
tick-ticked. Out of curiosity,
the devotee asked Baba
whether this tick-ticking of
the lizard signified anything;
was it a good sign or a bad
omen? Baba said that the lizard was overjoyed as her
sister from Aurangabad was
coming to see her. The devotee sat silent, as he did not
understand the meaning of
Baba's words.
Immediately, a gentleman
from Aurangabad came on
horse-back to see Baba. He
wanted to proceed further,
but his horse would not go,
as the horse was hungry and
wanted grams. He took out
a bag from his shoulders to
bring grams and dashed it on
the ground to remove dirt. A

lizard came out therefrom
and in the presence of all,
climbed up the wall. Baba
asked the questioner devotee to mark her well. She at
once went strutting to her
sister. Both sisters met each
other after a long time, kissed
and embraced each other,
whirled round and danced
with love! Where is Shirdi
and where is Aurangabad?
How should the man on
horse-back come there from
Aurangabad with the lizard?
And how should Baba make
the prophesy of the meeting
of the two sisters? All this is
really very wonderful and
proves the omniscience -the all-knowing nature of
Baba.
Bow to Shri Sai - Peace be
to all
-(Shri Sai Satcharitra)
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Faith And Patience
My name is N. Sairam and
am from Bangalore. This
miracle took place in the
month of July 2009. Due to
my careless attitude and I
was not skilled enough to do
my job well in my previous
company, I was asked to quit
the company on 31st May
2009. I was not given any
notice period. It was
shocking for me to lose my
job all of a sudden but I
couldn’t do anything. I had to
sit at home jobless for more
than a month. I was severely
searching for a job, but my
efforts went in vain. I almost
lost all hopes of getting a job.
My bank balance also was
getting diminished day by
day due to family expenses
and everyone in my family
prayed to God for getting me
a job at the earliest. In the
last week of June 2009, I
was called for an interview
by a small private company
near my house. I was
hopeful of getting that job as
I had done the written
interview very well. Although
I had not done very well in
the last technical interview.
Also, my fate was not in my
favour to get any job easily. I
did not get any calls from
this company for more than
a week and I thought that I
was not selected for this job.
During this period, my wife
Uma (God’s gift to me) told
me that she was praying to
Shirdi Sai Baba and having
‘Vridha’ (fasting with pooja)
for 9 continuous weeks on
every Thursdays. She had
full faith that Baba would get
me the job for sure.
Initially I did not have faith
in Baba or in her pooja as I
was a staunch devotee of Sri
Rayaru at that time, hence I
informed her to do the pooja
on my behalf and I would

participate in it. As per my
advice, she started doing
pooja and we completed
the 3rd week pooja on one
fine Thursday. The previous
day (Wednesday evening
around 6 pm) of this 3rd
week pooja I was worried a
lot that whether I would get
call from that company or
not. I had not given any
interviews in any other
companies. All my family
members were also
worried for my job.
That evening I was
browsing the net and came
across a website about
Shirdi Sai Baba where I
found the experiences of
His devotees and wonderful
principles of Baba. I got so
interested in that article
published in that site about
the importance of ‘faith’ &
‘patience’ one should have
in ‘Baba’ and I started
getting tears in my eyes
while reading it. After that I
developed strong belief in
Him and I used to chant ‘Jai
Sai’ within my heart and got
completely surrendered to
Him. It was at this very
moment I got a phone call
from that private company
telling me to come
tomorrow for the final
interview. After hearing this
news, my joy was
boundless and my tongue
immediately
started
chanting
‘Jai Sai’
m a n y
times.
Next day,
o
n
Thursday
morning
a f t e r
finishing
3rd week
pooja, I
went to

that company and was
surprised to hear from them
that I was selected for the job
and I was asked to join the
duty on coming Monday.
Moreover the salary they
offered me was more than
what I asked for and my joy
went boundless again and I
thanked Sai a lot in my heart
and came out of the company
with the CTC letter offered by
the HR of that company.
Then I immediately went to
Shirdi Sai temple in that area
and kept the CTC letter at the
feet of Sri Sai Baba and asked
for His blessings. Then I went
to Sri Rayaru temple and got
His blessings too and all my
family members were really
happy to hear this great news
and we all thanked Baba once
again. Our faith (me & my
wife) in Baba had further
tremendously increased after
this incident and from then
onwards we became His
staunch devotees.
Only one thing I want to
convey to all Shirdi Sai
Devotees that ‘It is not
necessary to recite any
mantras, what Sai wants from
us is only ‘Faith and Patience
in Him’ and nothing else. Just
think of Him and say ‘Sai Sai’
in your mind is more than
enough to get showers of His
blessings.
-N.Sairam
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